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DISTRIBUTOR VIP has signed up
faceVsion’s range of high definition
internet protocol webcams. 

The FV TouchCam N1 true 720p
high definition
VideoCam aimed at
small businesses and
individuals will be a
particular focus for
the distributor.  

Dave Stevinson,
sales director at VIP,
said: “We’re really
impressed with faceVsion’s products
and firmly believe we’ll be able to
deliver these superior-quality high

definition communications solutions to
a wide audience, from individuals and
families to large boardrooms.”

Howard Lee from faceVsion added:
“We are excited to
announce the
appointment of VIP
Computers.  In the
coming months we are
planning to launch a
full suite of video
conferencing products
across the UK and

Europe and VIP are well positioned to
help us reach a wide cross section of the
market with these new products.”

“In the coming months
we are planning to

launch a full suite of
video conferencing

products.”
Howard Lee, faceVsion
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VIP teams up
with faceVsion

Chinese vendor looks for support as it extends
its reach in the UK networking marketplace

NETWORKING vendor TP-Link
will be driving its new product range
through distributor Micro
Peripherals.

The two firms will be
collaborating on expanding the
brand’s presence in the UK market.

“TP-Link has always highlighted
the importance of the channel to its
expansion into the UK. Micro-P’s
excellent reputation technically and
commercially immediately appealed
to us,” said Eric Wang, country
manager of TP-Link UK.

“Getting the most out of the
channel is about working with
partners with shared goals. Micro-P’s

strong customer base, first class
offering to resellers and aligned
company values made it the 
ideal choice.” 

Phil Brown, Micro-P’s commercial
director, added: “TP-Link
complements our current
networking portfolio and with the
resources we have at our disposal, we
are uniquely positioned to increase
market share to etail, retail and 
SMB customers.”

As well as providing rapid
expansion in the UK marketplace,
the deal will support TP Link’s drive
for global market share. The Chinese
vendor has stated that it intends to
become one of the top three
networking brands in the world.

By Andrew Wooden

TP-Link and
Micro-P to go on
networking drive 
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